The Process Paper

The Final Step
The Process Paper

- This packet will be either handed to judges during viewing of your documentary, performance, or website. It will be placed on the table in front of your exhibit. **The Historical Paper category is *exempt* from this requirement.

- Elements of the packet:
  1. Title Page
  2. Process Paper
  3. Annotated Bibliography
The Title Page

- The only information allowed on your title page is the following (in this order):

  
  Title

  Name(s)

  Junior Division

  Category (Individual Exhibit/Group Exhibit)
The Process Paper

“The process paper is a description of no more than 500 words explaining how you conducted your research and created and developed your entry. You must conclude your description with an explanation of the relationship of your topic to the contest theme.”

--www.nhd.org
The Process Paper Requirements

- Maximum length: 500 words

- Section 1: How you chose your topic
- Section 2: How you conducted your research
- Section 3: How you selected your presentation category and created your project
- Section 4: How your project relates to the NHD theme

For examples: [www.nhd.org/ProcessPapers.htm](http://www.nhd.org/ProcessPapers.htm)
The Annotated Bibliography

- The annotated bibliography should follow the process paper.
- Please review your citations to ensure you have done the following:
  1. Correct title: Annotated Bibliography
     No other heading (i.e. name) should be included.
  2. Separation of Primary and Secondary Sources with appropriate titles
  3. ABC order
  4. MLA format
The Process Paper Packet

Check your NHD calendar for the due date.